Ten Rules for Ethical Selling
And how to solve the ‘good egg problem’
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Preamble
About these ebooks, and the
L.E.A.P. framework for ethical
business growth
L.E.A.P. is the result of 25 years of learning psychology, more

You Listen, you Explain, you Ask - and if you get it right, you

than a decade in business, a daily commitment to serving

Profit.

clients, and a relentless drive to learn and develop methods

Simple, 100% non-pushy, and perfect for business owners

and systems that make growing a business easier - without

who want to make a difference - and for whom values are

ever having to sacrifice your values.

something sacred.These ebooks are compilations of my daily

L.E.A.P. is simple yet powerful, and it applies to marketing as

articles, created to inspire and instruct.

well as selling:

For any questions about coaching, training or consulting,
contact me at hello@martinstellar.com.
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Rule #1:
Make It Fun

What do you do when it looks like a sale is going to close…

When an opportunity broke down, I used to just move on.

and then it doesn’t?

And if you do that too, you’re leaving money on the table. As

Everything looks good, the other person is on board… and

they say: the fortune is in the followup.

then something goes wrong, and the buyer doesn’t buy.

And sure, then you get the gurus telling you that you must

In my work I see over and over again, how people rich in

follow up because it’s your moral and ethical duty to make

integrity and ethics stop there.

sure that the right buyer gets his stuff from you, and not
someone else, and, well, fat lot of good that does.

And I get it – it used to be the same for me.
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Knowing that doesn’t make it any easier to do it – especially if

Once I got this, following up with folk became as natural to

you’re a person who sticks to their values, you treat people

me as writing these daily articles.

with respect, and you don’t want to be a nuisance.

But it’s not just about how you follow up – it’s about how you

So then, how do ethical people do sales and follow up? What

do everything everything in your business.

made the difference for me, and could it work for you as well?

Do those things – including having sales conversations – in a

Maybe. Most probably: yes.

way that makes people love dealing with you.

It’s really simple, too:

You know, like friends do.

Make every interaction a moment of joy. Have fun talking to

That way, you’ll never have to fret about following up again.

your customers, serve them, be yourself and be light.
You’re not there to be all dry and professional – or indeed,
salesy – because who wants to talk to someone like that?
Instead, make the interaction about connecting, and learning
that person, and figuring out what’s real and/or trying for
them.
When you do that, you leave people feeling ‘Yeah, I feel
respected by you. I’ll talk to you again’.
Do you see where I’m going?
When you have conversations people enjoy, they’ll be open to
hear from you again.
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Rule # 2:
Diagnose
Before
Prescription
If a doctor would prescribe medication or treatment without

good eggs trying to make a real difference, and they ruin

doing a proper diagnose, it’s called malpractice. It’s the stuff

everything because they come charging in brandishing their

that hurts patients and gets doctors sued - and rightly so.

thing, saying things to the effect of ‘You really need this!’.

It’s not just legal obligation and best practice: it’s the right

And sure, maybe the other person really does need your thing

thing to do.

— but how would you know?

As a business owner, our responsibility is not very different.

If you don’t properly diagnose the buyer’s situation, needs, and
urgency first, how can you know whether they need you thing

Yet each day, I see people with a great product or service, real

or not — how can you prescribe before you diagnose?
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If you solve problems for a client, the way a doctor treats
illness, do you not solve problems better, and more often, if
you first figure out whether or not people actually, really, need
your thing?
Now, this goes beyond good practice and doing right by
people:
It’s also an excellent attitude to take when selling.
Because when you ask enough questions so that you’re able
to accurately diagnose a problem someone has, you’ll gain a
deep insight into the problem, its causes, and possible
solutions.
And if you then state the problem better than the person
you’re talking to could state it, they’ll automatically become
interested in your solution.
And if that solution then is right for them, at this moment,
they’ll enroll themselves — no selling required.
When you hear me say ‘I help people fall in love with selling’,
that’s really what it comes down to:
A shift in perspective and attitude, that transforms ‘selling’
into enrollment, or: moving forward with people.
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Rule #3:
Don’t Close
The Sale – Do
This Instead
I’ve never liked the idea of ‘closing sales’. To me, it’s the

A new car, computer, or phone, and man what a joy to use a

complete opposite of what actually happens when someone

brand new piece of kit!

buys.

You hire a professional to do a specialised job for you, and

You buy new shoes, and within days your knees or your back

suddenly you’re in the safety and comfort of knowing that

stops hurting.

something you need is being taken care of expertly.

You buy a new mattress, and wake up more rested than you

All these, and all other purchases, have one thing in common:

have in years.

They open up a new phase in the life of the buyer.
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Not only that: when people buy, they open up a new version of
the relationship they have with you or your brand.
Buying things is transformational, and the more important or
costly the purchase, the bigger the nature of that
transformation.
That’s why in the LEAP sales system, I don’t teach how to
‘close a sale’.
Instead, I teach how to empathetically position yourself in
such a way, that your potential client willingly steps into –
opens up – that new phase.
It’s much more fun, and it’s super effective.
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Rule #4:
Invite, Don’t
Close - And
Lead With No
‘Closing a sale’ is fun, of course. Everybody likes to land a new

up instead.

client and earn the money.

When someone buys, you don’t ‘close a sale’ – you open a

But there’s a reason why in my LEAP framework for ethical

door.

selling, the 9th pillar isn’t ‘the close’, but:

Invite a buyer into a new phase in their life or business.

The Open.

Invite them, open the door, to start a new type of relationship

I know, English doesn’t work that way – but it’s how *I* work,

with you.

and you’d do really well to stop trying to close, and open thing

You’ll find that plenty people are more than willing to buy, so
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long as we don’t try to pull them or push them through the

money!’ – it’s actually happened to me.

door.
Nobody likes being told what to do, everybody’s autonomy is
sacred, and therefore the most damaging thing you can do is
coerce, persuade, or otherwise leave the other person feeling
as if they’re being told what’s good for them.
Nobody likes that, and the feeling is super easy to trigger.
So instead, hand people their autonomy.
Lead with the no. Invite it, even.
Give people the right to veto and be explicit about it.
“Hey tell me if this isn’t for you, but I could see programme
XYZ make short shrift of the problem you’ve described. Shall
we talk about implementing it?”
Look at how that feels: the other is completely allowed to say
no, they’re being asked to make a choice, of their own volition,
to engage in a deeper conversation, and the seller pre-empts
the entire autonomy issue by leading with no.
If you want buyers to move towards you and enroll
themselves, invite, don’t close.
If you get it right, you literally can get people saying ‘Take my
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Rule #5:
Never Decide
For The Buyer
Obviously, it’s the buyer who decides to buy. For a seller to

A buyer — anyone, really — subconsciously is always

make the decision would be all kinds of wrong — as well as

scanning the environment for anything that could end up

practically impossible.

being a threat. That’s the protection our lizard brain gives us.

We don’t get to tell people what to buy and when — all we can

And in that hyper-alert mode of perception, which is active

do is offer help in making a decision. Facilitate, you know?

24/7, anything that could potentially one day become a threat
is instantly and automatically classified as ‘Threat. Avoid’.

Problem is, it’s really easy to communicate the opposite, and
when we do, the buyer runs for the hills.

Now what’s the things that’s most threatening to anyone?
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Having our autonomy taken away. It’s one of the worst things

Always.

that can happen, to not be free to do or be who we are.

And when you’re clear about that, people enroll themselves —

And the moment we show up with a ‘well this is what you

no persuasion required.

ought to do’, in whatever variation, that subconscious
bodyguard of us asks ‘Yeah but wasn’t it us who runs this
show? Why is someone telling us what’s best? This can’t be
right. Avoid’.
And there goes another buyer, suddenly nowhere near as
bought-in to getting your thing as before.
All it takes is the impression that autonomy is being
threatened, and the impression will be treated as if it were an
actual threat. The other can’t help it.
So if you want your enrollment to be ethical and effective as
well, rule #5 of ethical selling is:
Never decide for your buyer.
And, be hyper careful to not even allow that impression to
exist — in fact, actively seek to have it known, explicitly, that
any decision made to get started and buy, is not yours to
make.
The ‘yes’ is the buyer’s choice.
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Rule #6:
Prevent The
Sale
“But wait! Don’t we want the sale?”

a buyer is about to make the wrong decision?

Yep, we want the sale. I sure do, and I hope you as well.

Then it’s not just a friendly respectful thing to stop the sale:
it’s your duty.

Except when we learn that buying wouldn’t be the right choice
for the buyer.

If they ought not buy, they should not buy. That’s how you sell
with the other’s best interest in mind, and that’s how you build

And that’s where you see the difference between ethical

the trust that causes people to come back to buy later on,

sellers, and those who only care about the numbers.

when the time is right for them and it IS a good decision.

Selling is a way to facilitate a decision-making process, and if
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And that’s why, when I talk to new people, I’m not there to sell.
That’s not my job.
My job is to help you figure out what’s the best decision — for
you.
Because that ultimately is the best decision for me as well.
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Rule #7
Never Sell
Without
Permission
Nice people don’t force others into things. It’s not how we

…the other can still feel like something is being decided *for*

work.

them, instead of *by* them.

But, if you’ve ever seen a potential client go cold right when

This is how many sales break down, and it’s really easy to

they seemed about to say yes to your offer, it might just be

prevent:

that the other felt forced.

Ask for permission.

This can happen even if you have no intention of pushing an

Oh I know, they teach you about the ‘assumptive close’ — “So

issue, if you’re completely OK with either a yes or a no, and

let’s book our first meeting in and then deal with the contract”.

you’re as non-pushy as can be…
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And in some cases, that works. Very often though, that one

And the slightest signal that ‘you know what’s best’ will set off

small move can give the wrong signal, and make the buyer

all kinds of warning signs and alarm bells in them.

feel as if they’re not the one making the decisions here.

But if you ask permission to ask for a sale, or to explain a

And if integrity matters to you, clearly you want the buyer to

programme, you’re giving the other person reign and

make the decision.

autonomy. “Your decision — do we proceed?”

So how do you prevent giving that wrong signal, and make

Not only is this the right, integrous way to sell, it’s also highly

sure that the buyer feels confident and in control?

effective, because when a buyer steps in fully self-motivated,
they sell themselves — and you’ll agree that that’s a more fun

Ask for permission.

than trying to ‘convince’ or ‘persuade’.

“Do you want to book the first meeting in?”
“Would you like me to tell you about the programme?”
“Would it make sense to meet again and discuss working
together?”
“I have an idea that might help — do you want me to explain
what I have in mind?”
Hardcore sales trainers will probably snub their nose and call
me a softy, but whatever. I hope they enjoy their polyester
suits, as much as I enjoy hearing clients say ‘yes’ and ‘thank
you’ and ‘take my money’.
Point is, you’re not the boss of your buyers. They are.
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Rule # 8:
Question The
Yes
“Yes. It’s a sale!” he tells me.

anyone’s business unless it’s 100% the perfect moment for
them.

I smile, pause, and tell him: “It’s not a sale until the money is
there” – and he replies: “True, of course – you’re right”.

But that moment, when a potential client tells you yes: that’s
where it can go wrong SO easily.

He continues to tell me that he’s decided in favour of my
proposal though, and he wants my help.

When we hear a yes, we’re thrilled: a new client, new project,
money coming your way… whoohoo!

In the end, it didn’t happen – it wasn’t the right moment for
his business… and obviously, that’s fine by me. I’d never want

Ah, yes. But there’s a difference between saying yes, and
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doing yes.

important that you make this decision 100% convinced, all in
– so whatever issue or doubt you’d like to address, this is a

And if we as a provider confuse the two, we can easily screw

good time to do it”.

up a sale.

When you question a yes, several things happen.

If we get all excited and cheery, and ask for a credit card
number right then and there, all kinds of things can go wrong.

For one thing, a buyer will reconsider their motivation, and

The buyer could sense neediness, or they might feel you’re

often reinforce their choice.

moving too fast – too much, too soon – or they might need to

Also: they’ll often raise issues that haven’t been addressed

address a few things before proceeding. Can be anything.

properly yet, which also helps them reinforce their decision.

Of course when a client sends you money, or signs an actual

Or, obviously, it might cause them to change their mind –

contract, then yes: of course you should cheer. You’ve just

which might be disappointing for you, but ultimately it’s in

landed a client, and you’ve got the payment to show for it, so

your (not to mention their!) best interest.

by all means: buy yourself shoes or champagne or whatever

Because when you demonstrate clearly that you’re ok with a

spells ‘reward’ for you.

no, especially after they’ve said yes, you show that you’re not

But very often, at the moment that someone says yes, your

just in it for your own sake, but that the only goal you have, is

best reaction is to slow down, and actually question the yes.

for them to make the right decision.

“I’m happy to hear it, but before we move forward, let’s look at

And that goes a long long way in building trust, which

this again.

increases your chances of landing the client later on down the

“Are you 100% certain that this offer, in this configuration, at

line.

this time, is what you need?

Of course you can consider it odd, that I reacted that way. I

“Is there anything that would make it a no? Because it’s really

admit it was ballsy, possibly even arrogant, and it’s not
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something I’d recommend you generally say.
Then again, this gentleman was a very seasoned business
owner, a very skilled seller, equipped with an excellent sense
of humour, and someone I’d known socially long before we
had that sales conversation – in other words, I knew who I
was talking to.
Anyway, question the yes. Making a purchase is never a small
thing, and you want people to be 100% ready and convinced
they’re making the right choice.
It’s the right thing to do, and it’s the best thing for your bottom
line as well.
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Rule #9:
Sell From
The Heart
The sleazy salesperson squeezes people, bullies them into

That person sells from the Heart.

handing over money, and it’s usually based on greed.

If you’re in the first group, I can’t help you.

The everyday seller tries to sell based on need.

If you’re in the second, I can show you how to sell more

The ethical person enrols a buyer by staying true to values

exactly by not being needy.

such as integrity and truthfulness.

And if you’re in the 3rd or 4th group?

And the lover of life, the spiritually inclined, the person who

Then I can show you how to fall in love with selling, and how

lives by ‘other before self’?

to sell from the Heart.
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And you can learn that, plus a bunch of ways to use friendly
and non-pushy conversation techniques, in this here training,
without signup or cost.
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Rule # 10 :
Apply
Empathy And
Generosity
If ever you wonder why your marketing isn’t working better,

Adam Grant writes about givers, takers, and matchers, in his

ask yourself:

book Give & Take.

“Have you built enough generosity into it?”

Research shows that generous people tend to be the most
successful.

If the answer is ‘yes’, ask:

But, generous people also tend to be the *least* successful.

“Am I being generous to the ‘wrong’ kind of person?”

The difference between successful givers and unsuccessful

Because if you give to takers, your gift goes nowhere and your

givers, is that the successful ones don’t give to takers.

generosity is wasted.
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That’s not selfishness or being uncaring: it’s efficiency. It’s

So, do things that are valuable.

putting your resources where they’ll have most impact. For

Make things that are valuable.

you, the recipient, and for those that you give to.

BE valuable – and not just as a human, because you already

Takers are like a black hole: whatever goes in, never comes

are.

out again.

Be valuable as a professional. In your marketing and sales.

Matchers and givers however, give back or pay forward, or

Tune in to the people you want to serve, create something

both.

they’ll love and that will help them, and give it to them.

Be generous to those last two, and hope that takers will learn

Point in case: The above text in this chapter was a tweetstorm

someday - but don’t give to them.

I wrote, off the cuff.

No matter how big your heart is, you’ll never have enough
energy to make it worthwhile to give to takers.

And the last tweet was:

They’ll just want more and you’ll burn up whatever resource

“Huh. Looks like I wrote a tweetstorm. Well, best turn it into an

and goodness you have; it won’t benefit them, or you, nor

article, and send it to my subscribers. I hope they’ll get

anyone else

something valuable out of it.”

Point is, generosity – in marketing and sales – is an

See how it works?

enormously powerful driver.

That’s how you create value, and I hope this one was valuable
for you.

It’s leverage.
It rests on the principle of creating value, before asking or
wanting anything.
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Rule # 10b:
Always Gain
Permission
Before You Sell
Figured I’d throw in a bonus rule…

but, isn’t it better to not have any buyer objections at all?

Because selling without permission is coercion.

Then seek to gain permission first, before ever talking about
your offer.

You can’t morally or ethically have a sales conversation with
someone who hasn’t given you permission for that type of

It’s the difference between talking to a person who says ‘yes

conversation.

but’, and someone who says ‘Tell me more’.

And, selling without permission is ridiculously ineffective.

And that ‘tell me more’ is what you get when you gain deeper
levels of permission, ongoingly.

You’ll have heard people talking about ‘handling objections’ –
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Level 1: permission to ask questions. You get that level when

We say too much. Recommend too much. Expound and

someone agrees to meet with you. Not that difficult.

reason and explain and… well, we waffle a lot, don’t we?

Level 2: permission to ask deeper questions, to find the

Especially when we’re uncomfortable with the sales process,

problems behind the problems, and the causes behind the

which is largely due to not having paid enough attention to

causes (google ‘the 5 whys’ for more on that kind of inquiry –

what level of permission we have from a buyer at any given

it’s pretty useful).

time.

Level 3: permission to discuss how you might be able to help.

So instead of talking, listen more.

This isn’t where you’re selling, it’s where the two of you are

Ask questions.

exploring if you’re a good fit, mutually.

Questions are the currency that buys you permission.

Level 4: permission to ask for the sale. Asking for the sale is
often the most daunting of the entire sales process, but it
won’t be if you first took care of gaining the first 3 levels.
When you do, asking for a sale will be as easy and natural as
saying to a friend ‘So shall we catch that movie tonight?’.
It’s not for nothing that Seth Godin coined the term
‘permission marketing’.
Well, there’s permission selling, as well.
So how do you gain permission from your buyer?
Ask questions.
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“I help nice people sell more”
Martin is a recovering monk, has worked as a bespoke tailor

Get in touch if you want help growing your business

and copywriter, and these days he’s a coach and consultant
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for ethical business growth.
He helps entrepreneurs who are committed to doing good,
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cartoons.
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Next steps…

If you’re looking to get more of these articles, I publish one
each day, and you can receive them for free by signing up over
at martinstellar.com.
If you’re looking for help growing your business, we have
several options to explore: coaching, consulting &
implementation, and training - or, a combination of the three.
Feel free to send an email to hello@martinstellar.com and
we’ll set up a time for an initial conversation.
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